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The conditions for a transition to all cleaner automobiles
 seem to be fulfilling

• The crisis of the petrol automobile system:
durable increase of oil prices; reduction of available petrol and gas resources per world
resident from 2011, of sure resources from 2015, of possible resources from 2025;
impossibility of Chinese and Indian growth pursuing with petrol energies; accentuation of
traditional problems of petrol cars (rise of the use costs, fall of use value because of
congestion, pollution, growing costs of the externalities, accidents etc., growing gap of
automobile transport productivity with the other activities, profitability drop of auto
industry, etc.)

• Many innovations coming from other sectors,
agro-fuels, cleaner gas, electronic control systems, higher performance batteries,
alternative sources of electricity, etc.

• Flowering of initiatives, start-ups, newcomers and launch of cleaner cars
Formation of a coalition of economic, politic and social forces to impose one of three
possible scenarios for cleaner cars

That are three of the four conditions for a new automobile revolution,
according to the experience of the first





Declining oil and gas stocks by world resident



Main automobile markets, 1898-2010



Number of commercial launchings of hybrid, plug-in and electric vehicles
by year in the World, effective and announced, 1985-2015

and prototypes without date
(non exhaustive census, march 2011)



 Number of alternative automobiles
(on sale, under development, prototypes no date)
in the world by OEM, newcomers and start-ups

(non exhaustive census, march 2011)
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 Number of launched alternative automobiles (effective in past and now, and announced)
in the world by OEM, Chinese and Indian carmakers and start-ups/others

(non exhaustive census, march 2011)
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A first list of electric vehicles start-ups and newcomers in some countries
(non exhaustive census, march 2011)

EV adapt, KoenigseggSuède

Protoscar, RinspeedSwitzerland

Afaipada, ComarthSpain

MagnaNemoCanada

Lotus, ModecGKNLightning, Murray, Nice
Car, Smith Electric,
Stevens Vehicles,

United Kingdom

Alke, Biro, Effedi,
Piaggio, Pininfarina,
Tazzari,

Micro-Vett, K-Way MotusItaly

ProtaniumDenmark

Bolloré, SVE Dassault,
Michelin

Johnson Control

suppliers

BAIC, BYD, Chana,
Chery, Dongfeng, FAW,
Geely, JAC, Lifan, Zotye

Tata, Mahindra

newcomers

Eagle, MyCar (Hong
Kong), Yulon (Taïwan)

China

RevaIndia

SIM-DriveJapan

E-avtöRussia

E-Wolf, Innovative, Ruf,
Streetcooter

Germany

Aixam, Andruet, FAM,
Gruau, Heuliez, Innovep,
Ligier-Matra, Soffimat,
Venturi, Gruau

Eco&Mobility, Eon-
Motors, Electric-Car, Fior-
concept, Goupil, Volteis

France

Balqon Corp, GEM,
Google, Miles Electric,
Toro

Azure Dynamic, ELV, E-
Z-GO, Fisker, Phoenix,
Segway, Tesla, Think, Zap

USA

othersStart-ups



Some national energies preferences
for cleaner cars     …until recently…

USA
Canada

Plug-in
hybrid

Midle East
Mexico

Less
polluting
petrol

Japan
Germany
European
Union

China,
India,
Korea,
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Russia
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(changing!) cleaner automobile strategies:
priority to…

Toyota
Honda
Porsche

hybrid versus
plug-in hybrid

PSA
Volkswagen
Daimler
BMW
Ford
Hyundaï

hybrid versus
all types

Renault-Nissan
Chrysler, many
Chinese and
Indian
carmakers,
nearly all  start-
ups and others

GM
Mitsubishi
BYD

Fiat
Volvo
Russian
carmakers

electricplug-in hybrid
versus electric

less polluting
fuels: gas,
agrofuel



From this boiling and different orientations, three scenario
seem to emerge at the present time

Scenario of the diversity

Scenario of the progressiveness

Scenario of the rupture



The diversity scenario
1. Characteristics   2. current supporters…possible coalition

Characteristics
- The six groups of countries could impose the source of energy of which they dispose

naturally or commercially in the best conditions
- The carmakers could specialize de facto in few types of motorization or could try to

offer all types of engine

Current supporters… a possible coalition
Brazil, Sweden, Russia, Italia, Middle East governments

Fiat, Volvo, Russian carmakers
Agribusiness, petrol producers

Some “altermondialists”, some local media



The diversity scenario
3. Conditions of possibility    4. chances of succeeding

Conditions of possibility
- Necessity of at least a country with a large expanding automobile market and a

geopolitical power in each group
- Few prices gap between energies and between alternative cars according to the

countries
- Acceptability of the world automobile market heterogeneization by the current

dominant countries and carmakers

Chances of succeeding
- The first condition is fulfilled

- The second is improbable
- The third is problematic



The diversity scenario
5. Consequences

Consequences
- More heterogeneization of the world automobile market
- Complexification of platforms, more R&D investments

- Difficulties for “Volume and Diversity” strategy
and “permanent reduction of costs strategy

- Formation of an oligopoly of motor specialized carmakers in each group of
countries or of all engines automobile companies in the world

- But possible opportunities for newcomers
- Better control of the States on the local evolution of carmakers



The progressiveness scenario
1. Characteristics      2. Current supporters…possible coalition

Characteristics
• Progressive change from less polluting fuel, to hybrid, then plug-in hybrid, then

electrical batteries, then fuel cells…
• as the amortization of investments, the technical improvement of the successive

solutions, the natural renew of the world car fleet
• Reasonnable and realistic scenario?

Current supporters… possible coalition
- Germany, European Union, Japon, Korea

- German, Japanese and Korean carmakers, except Nissan, Mitsubisbi
But German and Korean carmakers seem to be changing their position



The progressiveness scenario
3. Conditions of possibility      4. Chances of succeeding

Conditions of possibility
- A slow rise of oil prices
- A climatic warming less important
- A pressure of the governments and of the ecologists not so strong
- Difficulties to increase the performances of batteries
- A clear slowing down of the growth of emergent countries
- Geopolitical acceptability of historical carmakers domination
- Not to fear to be exceeded technologically or not to be able to fill its delay quickly

Chances of succeeding
- An economic and social crisis in the main emergent countries is not impossible

- The achievement of more performant batteries is uncertain
- The will of the States to support EV market is too variable

- The innovating firms are not frequently the winners



The progressiveness scenario
5. Consequences

Consequences
- Continuing  of historical carmakers domination
- Less increase of pollution, but not decrease
- All current profit strategies remain viable
- More difficulties for newcomers
- A controlled evolution of the value chain and the workforce



The rupture scenario
1. Characteristics

Characteristics
• Passage to electric vehicles directly, with a diversified offer of models used

exclusively for short and average constraint displacements (home-work,
enterprise car fleet)

• Creation of electric charge infrastructure in the places of long parking time of
short/average displacements vehicles

• Important R&D investments to improve rapidly the performances of batteries
• A new automobile architecture allowing to offer more functionalities, uses,

styles and changes



The rupture scenario
2. Current support actors … possible coalition

Current support actors … possible coalition
- Many European Countries, Many Islands, China, India, USA, Canada

governments
- Many local public Authorities
- Renault-Nissan, Mitsubishi, GM, Many Chinese and Indian Carmakers,

almost all start-ups
- Producers and providers of electricity, batteries, electronics devices, electric

engines, telematic equipments, car sharing, etc.
- Car rental companies, companies with car fleet, households with a car

exclusively for short displacements
- Some Churches, some ecologist movements



The rupture scenario
3. Conditions of possibility

Conditions of possibility
- Electricity available everywhere at low price
- Rapid increase of oil prices or climatic and food urgency
- Temporary public financial aids to leave the vicious circle: high price / weak

demand and to obtain quickly sufficient economies of scale
- Fear of historical carmakers to see the Chinese or Indian car producers to jump

the stage of Internal Combustion Engine and to become hard competitors before
them



The rupture scenario
4. Chances of succeeding

Chances of succeeding
- The electricity is available everywhere and can be produced more and more locally
- The structural and conjunctural conditions of a rapid increase of oil prices are currently

fulfilled
- China and India are obliged to privilege the EV and they have interest to do that
- An historical opportunity for newcomers, especially for Chinese carmakers
- Many States and local public authorities are ready to support financially and materially the

EV
- The margins of progression of the performances of the batteries seem to be very important
- The mass production of batteries, the reduction of number of parts and the possibility of a

real modularization of the EV will make decrease the price of the car. EV is much more
easy and less expensive to conceive and to produce

- The technical problems of electric vehicle are much less important than the problems of
the petrol automobile at its appearance

- Only a complete change can allow a revival of profit and of competition
- A new profit strategy could be invented: « innovation and volume »



The rupture scenario
5. Consequences

Consequences
- The future of the car will be played in China and India
- New world carmakers from China and India
- Complete reconfiguration of automobile « filière » and value chain
- New geography, economy and sociology of car industry
- The full electric car can be the best or the worst solution from point of view of

climatic warming, according to the origin of electricity
- The congestion problem is not resolved, but more possibilities of car sharing



Source: French Institute of Petroleum, 2009



Conclusion

• The consequences of the three scenario will be completely different

• One of these three scenario will prevail initially for energy geopolicies and
profit strategies firms reasons, secondarily for the technical superiority or for the
environmental performances of the adopted power train

• So, in these conditions, the third scenario, which appears today most risky,
could impose



The hypothesis of a Second Automobile Revolution

• It was proposed in the last GERPISA book
published in spring 2009

Freyssenet M. (ed.), The Second Automobile Revolution.
Trajectories of the World Carmakers in the 21th Century,
London, New York: Pelgrave Macmillan, 2009,  468 p.
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